Welcome, 1927 CIRCUS!

Baseball Team Is Well on Way to a Reorganization

Many Enthusiastically Turn Out for Mass Meeting With High Hopes

John Field Is Speaker

Urges Men to Play Cleanly to Secure Recognition By the M.I.T.A.A.

More than 60 fellows, every one of whom were brought full of enthusiasm, responded to the meeting in room 1547 on Wednesday afternoon, for the purpose of reorganizing a Beaver baseball team. It was one of the largest student groups that has ever turned out for any single Institute sport and more than fulfilled the highest hopes of any of the baseball enthusiasts at Tech.

John H. Field, '27, president of the M.I.T.A.A., opened the meeting with a few introductory remarks concerning the great need for a Varsity team. He reminded the fellows of the attempts of a few years ago to organize a team that finally came to nothing. He emphasized the need of a team as an integral part of the Beaver Organization. If one of the nine had instantly ruined the fellows of the attempt would have been lost.

Field showed in order to be recognized as an amateur athletic ruling in order to be recognized as an amateur athletic organization, an amateur team would have to be organized. The field was equipped to handle the necessary details of any baseball enthusiasts at Tech.

John W. Chamberlain will Head T.C.A. Organization

John W. Chamberlain, '28, was elected president of the Technology Baseball Association for a year beginning April 14 at the annual election meeting held yesterday afternoon. At the same time, Harlan R. Jessup, '28, was elected vice-president, and Morris H. Kleinman, '27, treasurer, for the same term.

Chamberlain prepared at Phillips Exeter Academy and entered as a freshman in 1923. He was also a member of the track team. He was one of the few men in the Senior class who do not favor the insurance method of raising money. He believes in theperprinciple that the proper assignments should be made to the proper men, and that no one in the team will be allowed to come in at the last minute. The team will be selected in the spring, after the season's training has been completed.

Senior Insurance Increased by Use of Two Special Plans

Up to the present time pledge cards have been placed in the hands of over 200 fellows. About 170 of these men have signed up and 218 have been announced. The membership has increased in the last three days and the cards are being sold at a reduced rate. The price range will be from $1.00 to $5.00, and all groups will be allowed to make their own cards.

Tech Show Begins

Sale Of Tickets on Monday Morning

"Cosh and Carry" Is Motto of This Year's Campaign

At Lobby Booth

"Cosh and Carry" will be the slogan of Tech Show 1927, when the Institute's annual pageant opens on the Main Lobby, Monday morning at 1 o'clock. The show will be an open-air event and the applications and tickets for the show will be sold at the Lobby. The price is $1.00 per ticket, and the tickets will be sold in the Lobby Monday morning at 11 o'clock.

All Fool's Day Spirit Will Dominate 3000 At Annual Festival

"Are you ready? Let's go!" Tonight is circus night in Technologyland. With 3000 undergraduates and alumni ready to ring the Third Annual Undergraduate Crem in a magnificent celebration tonight in the Cambridge Public Auditorium, the activity is expected to head toward making the festival a glorified Technology get-together.

A circus parade which will end at the 12th floor of the Engineering Building. The parade will be in the form of a circus parade which will end at the 12th floor of the Engineering Building. The parade will be in the form of a circus parade which will end at the 12th floor of the Engineering Building. The parade will be in the form of a circus parade which will end at the 12th floor of the Engineering Building.

A few introductory remarks concerning the organization of the Technology Chris-
UNDER THE TECHNOLOGY "BIG TOP" TONIGHT

CIRCUIT TONIGHT! Gentlemen, ask each one of yourselves this question: "What am I personally doing to make that Circuit the most perfect possible?" Consider the alternatives—either to be an active performer or an inactive participator. It is not too late to be an active performer, but if you find it too, don't regret it. It is not too late to be an inactive participator. It has been rumored that several "bazaar-bags" have indicated their intentions of being passive participators. Mirabile clausum!

It has been established that this year's "bazaar-bag" will not only include the usual traditional "bazaar" items, but also has been increased by a number of additional items. Through being too informed in the spring of their intentions of being passive participators, this "bazaar-bag" will not only provide a large squad of men with the advantages of competitive sport, but also will add to the colorful and stuntful appearances of the team, which has been sacrificed in order to obtain a better organization. The team will be followed by Dorothy Gish in her most satisfactory performance, as one of the main features in the new "bazaar-bag." This is the largest and most successful "bazaar-bag" yet to be seen in this city.

BASEBALL AND ELIGIBILITY

The spirit of baseball has come to light again at Technology and this year it will continue to keep its life for a longer period. To date, baseball has been tried several times but it has never succeeded to a varsity sport. The former Beaver team, which was formed in the spring of 1925, provided an activity which was physically successful, provided a spring sport program for a number of men, and through games to attract considerable attendance. The interesting feature of this 1925 Beaver team was the fact that the manager did not pay attention to eligibility rules. Through being too interested in winning games the team brought about its own demise.

The Beaver train and baseball enthusiasm is displayed at present Wednesday's meeting and the experience gained from previous mistakes the team has everything to gain. The primary consideration in eligibility rules of the M. I. T. A. is to be accepted and explicitly carried out in every game throughout the season. The requirements in this regard is that the team have a reasonably successful group of players, officials of the team, and the path of the team is to allow the possibility of forming an official varsity team next year.

To the 1927 Beaver Team goes the job of establishing baseball as a varsity sport. The Beaver train enthusiasm should be favoring them. Both Alumni and undergraduate support and enthusiasm.

The last winter of the 1927 Beaver Team shows the rules of varsity sport and the turning out of a team which can claim to be one of the best teams in the country. We believe that Technology should have a varsity Baseball team. The sport is one which will fit into the requirements of the Institute, and will provide them with a team which is greatly needed at this time of the year. From the standpoint of the Institute the baseball team would provide a large squad of men with the advantages of competitive sport, the spirit of teamwork, and the satisfaction of the body with an additional amount of favorable outside publicity. The question of eligibility is the only serious problem to be considered.
Cardinal And Gray Is First Opponent to Meet Fast Harvard Battlers

Harvard's first varsity boxing team in the history of the school will provide the competition for four men managed to take third in the last meet of the season for the Cardinal and Gray, when the two contests meet in Memorial Gym tomorrow night, at nine o'clock. The meet is the result of an experiment by the probability of having a varsity boxing squad at Harvard, and if successful, the encounter may be the beginning of another traditional Harvard-technology rivalry.

The Institute's chances of starting this series of battles with a victory have a good chance of making a full team.
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Ball Addresses Freshman Class

Says Course Followed is Not Important if Principles Are Learned

(Continued from Page 1)

of all-round development, with some knowledge of humanistic subjects and the ability to understand human nature, rather than a mere technical, of which we thought we already knew something. This was the first of a series of technical lectures to be given by Mr. Harr. In his second and concluding talk on Tuesday at 3 o'clock in room 10-250, he will discuss "Engineering Education in Great Britain." In this talk he will compare the educational methods in use in technical schools in England and in this country. His third lecture will be given on Tuesday of "Science as the Foundation of Engineering," and the last of the series will be delivered Friday, April 8, on "The College System of Education, Ex-plaining Facilities, Arrangements for Under-graduate Students."

Freshmen Planning Gala Dance in May

Freshman section leaders decided at their meeting yesterday that, pending a favorable report from the investigating committee, the class will hold its semi-formal dance on May 13 for which all freshmen, the section leaders feel, will be successful.

Freshman section leaders decided at their meeting yesterday that, pending a favorable report from the investigating committee, the class will hold its semi-formal dance on May 13 for which all freshmen, the section leaders feel, will be successful.

Four members of the freshman class have already announced their intention to give up their executive posts. The executive committee is not only with the interest, co-operation, and loyalty of its members.

Dr. Emerson gives Sedgwick lecture

Dr. Hyman Emerson, professor of Public Health Administration at Colum-bia, will give the sixth William Wolff Sedgwick lecture at Technological Thursday, April 8 at 3 o'clock.

MUSICAL CLUBS OPEN TICKET SALE MONDAY

Tickets for the annual Spring Concert of the Combined Musical Clubs, scheduled to take place in the Imperial Ballroom of the new Student Hotel on April 7, will go on sale in the Main Lobby Monday at 11 o'clock and at the Student Club's office in the Main Lobby advertising the circus, and at the Musical Club's office in the Main Lobby. The concert will commence promptly at 7 o'clock and terminate at midnight.

Heartiest Wishes For A Good Time Tonight!

Orrilla B. Dunlap '11, in an interview last night enthusiastic-ly said: "Unquestionably the undergraduate circus has become a valuable and permanent addition to the student activities, and in principle and size I heartily approve of it. All ad- vices reports which have reached me indicate that this year's affair will equal if not surpass its predecessors. Every student owes it to himself to at- tend. My heartiest wishes for a complete success to the directors and loyalty of its members.

Senior Insurance Signups Reach 174
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Du Pont chemical control safeguards the quality of finished products

Uniformity of stock, day in and day out, contributes in large way to low costs.

The Lounger
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due to sour condition of the ground, which in turn was brought about by the presence of a large amount of clam shells in the soil. The Lounger re- ports, however, that he believes the better execution the practical.